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Instantly share code, notes, and snippets. You can’t perform that action at this time. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. Start BootstrapA business home page starter template for Bootstrap 5 featuring marketing boxes and a full width
image header Business Frontpage is a basic HTML starter template for creating a Bootstrap based website for a small business or other organization. Features Working contact form using SB Forms Full width image header with text overlay Fixed top navigation menu Call to action boxes Three column marketing boxes with images Like our free
products? Our pro products are even better! Business Frontpage SB UI Kit ProLanding Page Options135+DocumentationEmail SupportCustom UtilitiesExpanded Color System Written by Anna Fitzgerald Learn what Boostrap CSS is, how to use it in your web project, and how to customize it. Learn the basic definitions, differences, and codes to know
for your website. Get it Now If you’re creating a website for your business, then you probably have a long wish list. You want the design to reflect the look and feel of your brand. You want to have the functionality required to meet the needs of your visitors without going over budget. And you want to create responsive layouts that display elements
like buttons and forms consistently, no matter what device or browser the visitor is using. By building with Bootstrap, you can check that last item off your list. Bootstrap is an open-source framework for quickly building responsive websites and mobile-first web projects. Because it offers a collection of reusable code, you won’t have to build a site from
scratch. To understand why over 21 million websites on the internet use Bootstrap, let’s take a closer look at what it is. Though Bootstrap is an open-source toolkit for developing with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, it is often referred to as a CSS framework. To understand why, you must first understand that CSS is generally easier to learn for people at
all levels of technical experience and is faster in browsers than JavaScript. For these reasons, Bootstrap developers wrote in CSS (and HTML) over JavaScript whenever possible. The CSS library included in Bootstrap is therefore much larger than the JavaScript library. Since Bootstrap makes it easier and faster to create responsive websites, it
appeals to many front-end developers and beginners in particular. However, it’s not recommended by all. Below we’ll look at why Bootstrap is so popular and when it’s ideal to use — and when it’s not ideal. Why Bootstrap? Bootstrap is the go-to toolkit for many front-end developers. According to W3Techs, it's used by 22.1% of all websites on the
internet. There are a few factors driving Bootstrap’s popularity. First and foremost, it’s open-source and therefore free to download and use. It’s also fully customizable, and compatible with all modern browsers. This is true of many CSS frameworks, however. What sets Bootstrap apart from other development toolkits is that it was developed mobilefirst. Meaning, the code was optimized for mobile devices (i.e. the smallest screen size) first and then scaled up to display on larger screens. As a result, building with Bootstrap CSS ensures that your site supports proper rendering and touch zooming for all devices. Another reason Bootstrap is so popular is that it’s easy to use. It comes bundled with
templates for typography, forms, buttons, drop-down menus, navigation, and other interface components. Using these pre-styled templates, you can add features that enrich the user experience on your site without having to code them from scratch. When to Use Bootstrap There are many reasons to use Bootstrap. We’ve discussed some above but
let’s take a closer look at these reasons below. 1. You want a responsive website. Building a responsive site is much easier using Bootstrap than doing so from scratch. Bootstrap comes with responsive styles, like containers and media queries, to ensure your site adjusts to the viewport. That means you don’t have to worry about whether your visitors
are using desktops, tablets, or mobile devices. 2. You want to save time. You can build your site quickly with Bootstrap. Once you download the framework, you can get started with a basic template and then add the components you need. These components are fundamental HTML elements, like tables, forms, buttons, images, and icons, that are
styled with a base class and extended with modifier classes. Using these pre-designed components significantly limits the amount of custom CSS you have to write. Consider Bootstrap buttons for example. The base class .btn is used for all the common styles you want for your buttons, like display, padding, border-width. With this class, you don’t have
to keep repeating these CSS properties in your stylesheet to format every single button you add. Modifier classes, like .btn-primary on the other hand, are used to add the more specific styles you want for your buttons, like color, background-color, and border-color of your buttons. This is just one example of how using Bootstrap components is much
faster than coding them from scratch. 3. You’re familiar with HTML and CSS. Though Bootstrap does simplify the process of building a site, you’ll have to be familiar with HTML and CSS to use the framework. For example, understanding the CSS box model will be important when using the container class and building your first Bootstrap grid. The
good news is you’ll only need a basic knowledge of coding to get started. 4. You have multiple people building out your site. If you have multiple collaborators working on a site, then consistency is important. You don’t want buttons on your homepage to look different from buttons on your landing page, or to use a different website typography on your
blog than anywhere else on your site — and so on. Using Bootstrap and its default settings, utility classes, and component elements can help ensure the front end of your site looks consistent. 5. You want to be part of a community. Since Bootstrap is open source, it has a global community of developers and designers dedicated to supporting the
framework. These developers and designers modify and enhance Bootstrap's codebase on GitHub. They also answer questions on Twitter, Stack Overflow, and in a dedicated Slack room. When using Bootstrap, you can leverage this active community to become a better Bootstrap user. When Not to Use Bootstrap While there are many benefits of using
this CSS framework, there are some reasons not to use Bootstrap as well. Let’s take a closer look at these reasons below. 1. You want a unique website. Since Bootstrap comes with pre-styled content, components, and templates, Bootstrap sites tend to look the same out-of-the-box. In fact, Bootstrap has been blamed for why websites today all look
the same. You can customize a Bootstrap site, but it’ll take time. Plus, if you have to override too much of the default styling, then it might make more sense to create your own stylesheet in the first place. 2. You want a theme. The Bootstrap framework is not a theme — though there are Bootstrap themes available. Let’s compare the framework to a
WordPress theme, for example. When you install and activate a WordPress theme, it changes your entire site’s appearance. When you download the Bootstrap framework, aspects of your site’s appearance will change automatically, like the typography. But you still have to write the HTML and plug in the preset layouts, colors, and components you
need to make up your website. 3. You want a fast-loading site. Bootstrap can negatively impact the speed of your website. Why? Because it’s heavy — not in terms of KB, exactly, but in terms of how much the average user doesn’t use. Bootstrap is less than 500KB. You can also take several steps to reduce that weight and mitigate its impact on load
time. For example, you can use the minified CSS and JavaScript files Or you only download the CSS files, not the JavaScript ones. But even with these steps, Bootstrap can still be too heavy for what you need. Most users don’t need all the components, utilities, and plugins that Bootstrap comes with, so they might be weighing down your site even if
they’re not being used. 4. You don’t have time to learn and read through the Bootstrap documentation. Bootstrap is considered an easy-to-use platform. It offers extensive documentation for every part of its framework, from its layout to content to components and more. That means virtually anyone can learn Bootstrap — it also means it will take time
to read through the documentation and learn the framework. If you are looking to build a website as quickly as possible, then Bootstrap might not be as ideal as other solutions, like website builders. 5. You want to master HTML and CSS. Using the pre-designed components and templates that Bootstrap provides makes it much easier and faster to
build a website — but it can also stunt your growth as a coder. Creating with Bootstrap is like using a calculator to do algebra: you can end up with the result you want without totally understanding how you got it. That's why it's good to spend time creating your own custom components, even if you also learn and use Bootstrap. Now that we
understand what Bootstrap CSS is and who should be using it, let’s briefly discuss the different download options you have. How to Download Bootstrap CSS Before we walk through the process of downloading Bootstrap, it’s important to note that you can load Bootstrap remotely via BootstrapCDN or jsDelivr instead of downloading it. This will
require visitors to have an internet connection to visit your site and will require you to post more code, however. As a result, downloading Bootstrap is the more popular choice. There are two different forms of Bootstrap available for download. Each version — a precompiled and a source code version — appeal to different users depending on whether
they prioritize ease-of-use or flexibility. Let’s take a closer look at each below. Precompiled Bootstrap The precompiled version is the most basic form of Bootstrap. You’ll download precompiled CSS and JS files and minified CSS and JS files that are easy to drop in nearly any web project. Once downloaded, you’ll unzip the compressed folder and see
the following structure. bootstrap/ ├── css/ │ ├── bootstrap-grid.css │ ├── bootstrap-grid.css.map │ ├── bootstrap-grid.min.css │ ├── bootstrap-grid.min.css.map │ ├── bootstrap-reboot.css │ ├── bootstrap-reboot.css.map │ ├── bootstrap-reboot.min.css │ ├── bootstrap-reboot.min.css.map │ ├── bootstrap.css │ ├── bootstrap.css.map │ ├──
bootstrap.min.css │ └── bootstrap.min.css.map └── js/
├── bootstrap.bundle.js
├── bootstrap.bundle.js.map
├── bootstrap.bundle.min.js
├── bootstrap.bundle.min.js.map
├── bootstrap.js
├── bootstrap.js.map
├── bootstrap.min.js
└── bootstrap.min.js.map Using the compiled version is easier and faster to use than the source code
version — but it’s more difficult to customize. Any change you want to make to a pre-styled element or layout has to be applied with an override to the current styles. If you want to customize the CSS and JS files included in Bootstrap as you please, then you’ll be better off downloading the source code version. Bootstrap Source Code The source code
version includes the precompiled CSS, JS, and font assets as well as source files for the CSS, JS, and icon fonts respectively. If you choose to download the Bootstrap source code, then you’ll unzip the folder and see the following structure. bootstrap/ ├── dist/ │ ├── css/ │ └── js/ ├── site/ │ └──docs/ │
└── 4.6/ │
└── examples/ ├── js/ └──
scss/ The dist/ folder contains everything listed in the precompiled section above. The docs/ folder includes the source code for Bootstrap documentation and examples of Bootstrap usage. The js/ folder contains the source code for Bootstrap JS and the scss/ folder for Bootstrap CSS. Since this version of Bootstrap requires you to have Autoprefixer and
a SASS compiler, the set-up process is longer and more difficult than setting up the pre-compiled version. Once set up, however, you can change and customize the files any way you want. Each version of Bootstrap is ideal for different use cases, but because the precompiled Bootstrap is simpler and faster to use, we’ll focus on that version for the rest
of the post. Below let’s look at how you can use the precompiled Bootstrap to build a website. Let’s break down this process step-by-step. Loading Bootstrap CSS and JS First, create a folder on your computer called “bootstrap.” Move the compiled CSS files from your Bootstrap download into that folder. If you are also using the JS part of Bootstrap,
move the compiled JS files into the folder as well. In that same folder, create another file and call it index.html. Open this file with a text editor of your choice, like Notepad++. You can copy and paste the basic HTML template on Bootstrap’s official site into the file or code it from scratch. Below is an example of an HTML page coded from scratch.
Bootstrap Tutorial Sample Page
You’re now ready to load Bootstrap CSS into your project. Simply add the following line of code into the header of the index.html file, right before the tag. If you plan to just use the CSS part of Bootstrap, then you’re all set. If you plan to use the JS part as well, then you need to add two more lines of code.
Components including alerts, toggle buttons, carousels, and dropdowns require the use of JavaScript to function so continue these steps if you want to add any of these elements to your site. First, you’ll need to load the jQuery library. To do so, download jQuery onto your computer. Unzip the file and save it in the “bootstrap” folder along with the
compiled CSS and JS files and index.html file. You’ll then add the following line of code in the index.html file. This time, you’ll add it to the footer, instead of the header, right after the tag. Once you save the folder, you’ll have a basic Bootstrap layout that looks like this: This can now function as the homepage of your site. Building a Basic Template To
continue building this page, you can add a navigation bar, header, footer, glyphicon font, favicon, and other interface components. Let’s walk through adding one component — a navigation bar — step-by-step so you understand how to use Bootstrap. Say you want to add a Bootstrap navbar that looks something like this to the homepage: Now a
prospect can arrive on your homepage and immediately find out more about your company, the features of your product, and your pricing — or they can search something else. Below is the code for this Navbar example.
Navbar
Home (current)
Features
Pricing
About
Search
Let’s break this snippet down into its supported subcomponents: color scheme, brand, toggler, nav, and form. Color Scheme Take a closer look at that first line of code. See navbar-dark bg-dark? That calls for a dark background color. If you prefer a light color scheme, replace with navbar-light bg-light. It will look something like the
following: Or you can choose one of the other default colors. Brand In that second line of code, see navbar-brand? That designates your company, product, or project name. Simply replace “Navbar” before the tag with the correct name. Toggler Next, you’ll see a big chunk of code that denotes the toggle button. This button is hidden on desktop. It
appears only on mobile, when the content of the navigation bar must be collapsed to fit the smaller screen. In the code above, the navbar-toggler style is defined so the brand name shows on the left of the mobile screen and the toggle button on the right. Clicking on the button will reveal the collapsed content, as shown below. Nav In the next bit of
code, see navbar-nav? Using this subcomponent, you can add links in your navigation bar. You just need to wrap the appropriate modifier class (nav-link) around the word you want to hyperlink. Form You can also add a form, like a search box, in your navigation bar with the form-inline subcomponent. You can see this bit of code at the bottom of the
template above. Now that you know how to add Bootstrap’s responsive navigation header with branding, navigation, and more, you can follow a similar process to add other elements to the page. Let’s take a look at a few of those below. Bootstrap CSS Examples Bootstrap offers HTML and CSS templates, or “examples,” to help you start building your
site quickly. While Bootstrap Source Code comes with more advanced examples with custom components and layouts that add onto the framework, we’re going to focus on examples that use built-in components available in both the precompiled and source code versions. We’ve already touched on a few examples above, including the Navbar. Below
we’ll take a closer look at a few additional examples. Bootstrap Grid CSS grid systems are used for creating page layouts through a series of rows and columns that house content. In the Bootstrap grid system, rows must be placed within a .container (fixed-width) or .container-fluid (full-width) for proper positioning and padding. These rows are used
to create horizontal groups of columns. Since Bootstrap is a 12-column system, you’ll have to specify the number of twelve available columns you wish to span. Say you’d like to create three equal-width columns that are centered on the page across devices at any size. Then you need three “four-of-twelve” columns, as represented by the .col-4 class.
Below is the grid example in full.
One of three columns
One of three columns
One of three columns
On the front-end of your site, it would look like this on mobile and desktop. But what if you want the grid to appear one way on desktop and another way on mobile? Let’s say you want the columns to appear side-byside on desktop, but stack on top of each other on mobile. Then you can specify the width of the columns with the prefix for “small.” This would make the columns 100% wide until the small breakpoint (576px). Below is the grid example in full. One of three columns One of three columns One of three columns The video below shows how it would look
on desktop and then change on mobile. Image Source There are many more options you can play around with. Using Bootstrap’s grid system, you can create equal-width columns that span multiple lines. You can set the width of one column and have the sibling columns automatically resize around it. You can size columns based on the natural width of
their content — and much more. Bootstrap Alerts You can add alerts to your Bootstrap site to provide important messages to your visitors. Bootstrap offers eight default colors for alert messages. Let’s say you want to add an alert to indicate that a visitor has successfully created an account, for example. Then you can use the example below. A
simple success alert—check it out! It will look like this on the front-end of your site. If you’ve loaded the compiled JS onto your site, you can also add a dismiss button to let visitors close the alert once they’ve read it. Bootstrap Buttons With Bootstrap, you can choose from several predefined button styles to quickly add buttons to landing pages or
forms on your Bootstrap site. Let’s say you want to add an “info” button to your site. Below is the example and how it would look on the front end. Info While the .btn classes are designed to be used with the element, you can use them on other elements as well. If you’d like to turn a link into a button, for example, then you can use the code below:
Link Button Let’s say I wanted to add a button to my Bootstrap site that encourages visitors to learn more about CSS animation, for example. Then I could link the button to a blog post on the topic. Here would be the code: Share. Follow answered Aug 10, 2015 at 18:06. Taylor Gagne Taylor Gagne. 353 2 2 gold badges 8 8 silver badges 23 23

bronze badges. Add a comment | Free themes for Bootstrap Star 13,558 Easy to Install Simply download a CSS file and replace the one in Bootstrap. No messing around with hex values. Customizable Changes are contained in just two SASS files, enabling further customization and ensuring forward compatibility. Tuned for 5.1.3 Themes are built for
the latest version of Bootstrap. Yes, you can download it for FREE and use it to develop your website. This free version allows you to check all included features. And ConsultBiz has a lot of them. It is eye-catchy and includes many design effects and features. Moreover, you can change the design and structure without HTML or CSS knowledge.
05/05/2021 · First, you’ll need to load the jQuery library. To do so, download jQuery onto your computer. Unzip the file and save it in the “bootstrap” folder along with the compiled CSS and JS files and index.html file. You’ll then add the following line of code in the index.html file. Live Preview. Furn is a trendy, responsive one-page template with a
simple design. It is a free Bootstrap HTML5 eCommerce website template. It can be a beneficial platform to represent your online business in a grand way to the people. It is an eCommerce tool with an eye-catching layout and minimal look. Bootstrap provides 260 free glyphicons from the Glyphicons Halflings set: Try it: Glyphicons.has-danger: Adds
a red color to the label and a red border to the input, ... Tip: To see the full list of all Bootstrap 4 classes, go to our All Bootstrap 4 CSS Classes Reference. Demo Download Buy. At BootstrapMade, we create beautiful website templates using Bootstrap, the most popular front-end framework for developing responsive, mobile first websites. All of our
bootstrap templates are created with care, fully responsive and cross-browser compatible. You can use them in your personal or commercial projects. 957 Bootstrap Website Templates. Viewing 1 - 12 of 957 Bootstrap Templates. Bootstrap All CSS Classes - W3Schools. 4 days ago 244 rows · Together with the .input-group class, this class makes it
possible to add an icon or help text next to the input field: Try it: Inputs.input-group-btn: Together with the .input-group class, this class attaches a button next to an input. Often used as a search bar: Try it: Inputs.input-lg: Large input field 24/03/2022 · File Upload Form. This form is perfect for uploading Smart Files. After uploading the file, you can
see the overall progress status of what you uploaded. You can see the Upload and Progress button at the right upper section. At the progress status bar, you will find the file name, file size, and file link. MDB5 Free supports a ready-to-use dark mode. Using the dark mode is very simple, just replace the current path to the mdb.min.css stylesheet with
the mdb.dark.min.css file. The file can be found in the css folder. Download MDB Free now. Edit in sandbox. Free Dark Theme Template Webpack Starter Theme Colors. 120+ Free Bootstrap Templates & Themes for 2022 Free Bootstrap Templates & Themes For Web You Don’t Want To Miss Admin Dashboard Template Responsive admin dashboard
built with the latest Bootstrap 5 Dark Theme Template Dark theme for the components of the newest Bootstrap 5 Carousel Full Cover Template Searching for high-quality free demo HTML5 website templates? Download responsive HTML5 CSS3 website templates & Bootstrap themes. Free for commercial use. Base is a free multipurpose bootstrap
template for agency, startup, and business-related websites. This template is built with bootstrap’s latest version 5.0. This template has a clean, modern, and responsive design for your next website launch. Also, Base is built with Lindy UI kit so you can use it as a UI kit. Free download page for Project Free Bootstrap Template Corporate's
bootstrap.min.css.A responsive template based on the Bootstrap framework, with rich snippets to Google, valid html5, Secure Contact Form, available as a free download. Bootstrap File upload / file input File Input is a field which the user can use to upload one or more files (photos, documents or any other file type) from local storage. Note: If you
need more advanced functionalities, check also Drag & drop file upload . Bootstrap Icons. For the first time ever, Bootstrap has its own open source SVG icon library, designed to work best with our components and documentation. Bootstrap Icons are designed to work best with Bootstrap components, but they’ll work in any project. They’re SVGs, so
they scale quickly and easily, can be implemented in several ways ... Free download page for Project Free Bootstrap Template Corporate's bootstrap.min.css.A responsive template based on the Bootstrap framework, with rich snippets to Google, valid html5, Secure Contact Form, available as a free download. Installation Install Bootstrap’s source
Sass and JavaScript files via npm, Composer, or Meteor. Package managed installs don’t include documentation or our full build scripts. You can also use our npm template repo to quickly generate a Bootstrap project via npm. Read installation docs npm install bootstrap gem install bootstrap -v 5.1.3 jsDelivr Free CSS Templates Support. A free CSS
file is coded in beta 1 HTML CSS eCommerce template, and you can configure the framework of CSS website layout with a sticky left side bar any way you want. ... Reading the learning tutorials references with examples of free website bootstrap 5 alpha 2 there include 6 background images. You can modify the ... Proton – Free Multipurpose Landing
Page. Proton is high quality free and premium landing page to serve multiple purposes such as – SaaS, App, Agency and Software Landing Page. It is very well-crafted template comes with refreshing design elements and sections. Built-with Bootstrap 4. 24/03/2022 · A simple and minimalist custom file upload based on Bootstrap, HTML, CSS and JS.
The user-friendly code structure ensures that everyone gets the most out of it, whether you use it as-is or improve it further. After you access CodePen, you can configure the default settings INSIDE your favorite web browser. 23/10/2019 · In the event that you’re searching for a JS Free Bootstrap 4 file upload field examples, at that point view this
model, made by Stephen Baker. ... Pure CSS File Upload Field. This Bootstrap file input type is truly basic yet consistently works right. Despite the fact that it is a single tick away catch, its motivation is as yet the equivalent. Bootstrap themes, templates, and UI tools to help you. start your next project! Start Bootstrap creates free, open source, MIT
license, Bootstrap themes, templates, and code snippets for you to use on any project, guides to help you learn more about designing and developing with the Bootstrap framework, and premium Bootstrap UI products. 02/03/2021 · There are two ways to use the snippet: a] Copy it into your project. This means: Copy content of the HTML, CSS,
JavaScript tabs into your project. Make sure that you have jQuery 3 and Bootstrap 4's CSS and JS included in your project too. That should be it, and you should be good to go. b] Use the "Edit in JSFiddle" link in the top right and ... File manager page. Complete your project with these code snippets and patterns for Bootstrap Framework. This library
of examples saves development time by making it easier to quickly create responsive layouts and utilize various Bootstrap components. Each example is designed to maximize use of Bootstrap, so you won't find a lot of additional ...
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